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A simple set of five components was used to design molecular

logic gates based on phthalimide-sensitised Tb(III) lumines-

cence, including the first report of an enabled NOR (EnNOR)

gate.

The fluorescence properties of many chromophores are influenced

by variations in their chemical environment, e.g., changes of pH,

presence of oxygen, addition of metal ions or quenchers.1

Combinations of these variations can be potentially interpreted

in terms of logic operations.2–5 Hence, the molecular design of

basic logic operations (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR, XOR,

XNOR) and therefrom derived combinatorial functions like

INHIBIT and EnOR has attracted considerable attention in recent

years.6–20 We introduce a system which relies on a simple set of five

components, capable of mimicking NOR, INHIBIT, and enabled

NOR (EnNOR) operations based on Tb(III) luminescence as

output signal. Noteworthy, the enabled NOR operation (EnNOR)

was not demonstrated before at the molecular level, while

INHIBIT gates have been reported rather scarcely.9,14,15,18–20

Light emission in form of very long-lived luminescence has the

advantage of detecting the output signal in a time-gated manner

without the disturbing influence of shorter-lived auto-fluorescence

from the sample. In this respect, molecular logic gates with

lanthanide luminescence as output signal have been realised

before, although much less than with shorter-lived organic

fluorophores.14,15,18

However, one major drawback of lanthanides is their poor light

absorption (e , 1 M21 cm21). To circumvent this obvious

disadvantage organic antenna chromophores are used, which are

better light absorbers and whose excited triplet states can

photosensitise the luminescence of lanthanides via electronic

energy transfer (EET).21 Recently, we and others have shown

that aromatic dicarboximides, i.e., a 1,8-naphthalimide derivative

and a dendrimer with appended 2,3-naphthalimide residues, are

suitable for this purpose.18,22

In the present work we applied the phthalimide derivative 1

(Chart 1) for the sensitisation of Tb(III) luminescence. Compound

1 was synthesised by condensation of phthalic anhydride with

N,N-dimethylethylenediamine, akin to an earlier published proce-

dure.23 As additional structural asset this compound has an amino

function, which is attached via an alkyl spacer to the imide

nitrogen and serves as coordination site for the lanthanide ion.

Potentially, the imide carbonyl oxygen atom can also participate in

the binding of lanthanide ions.

In the absence of lanthanide ions, intramolecular photoinduced

electron transfer (PET) quenching of the excited phthalimide

chromophore dominates [DGPET = 21.19 and 20.76 eV for the

excited singlet (S1) and triplet state (T1), respectively, cf. ESI{].

Laser-flash photolysis (lexc = 308 nm) of deaerated solutions of 1

in acetonitrile (MeCN) yielded a very weak spectrum shown in

Fig. 1. Addition of one equivalent of trifluoroacetic acid led to the

observation of a transient absorption with a much stronger

maximum at 340 nm, typical for the triplet-triplet absorption of

phthalimides (ESI,{ Fig. S1).24–26 Protonation of the amine causes

a switch-off of PET in the excited singlet state S1 of 1 and leads

consequently to an efficient population of the excited triplet state

T1 (e.g., WISC = 0.70 for N-methylphthalimide).25 A similar effect

(see Fig. 1) was observed upon addition of Tb(III) triflate to a
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Chart 1

Fig. 1 Transient absorption (deaerated MeCN, lexc = 308 nm, 500 ns

after laser flash) of 1 (150 mM) in absence (open circles) and presence (filled

circles) of 1 eq. Tb(III). Inset: transient signal at 340 nm as function of the

Tb(III) concentration, and the corresponding fit.
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deaerated solution of 1 in MeCN. This is in agreement with the

complexation of the lanthanide ion by the amine nitrogen, akin to

the situation for protonation. Furthermore, it should be stressed

that the recovery of the phthalimide excited triplet state is a

precondition for the occurrence of antenna-to-lanthanide EET (see

below). The observation of the amplitude of the triplet–triplet

absorption signal at 340 nm as a function of added Tb(III) yielded

the curve shown in the inset of Fig. 1 (see also ESI{). Using

HYPERQUAD 2003,27 log b values of 5.7, 12.6 and 18.5 (T =

298 K, MeCN) were extracted for the complex formation of Tb1,

Tb12 and Tb13, respectively.

Excitation in the phthalimide absorption band (lexc = 285 nm)

of a 1:1 mixture of 1 and Tb(III) triflate yielded the typical line-like

emission spectrum of Tb(III) with maxima at 486, 544, 587 and

623, which were assigned to 5D4 A 7FJ (J = 6, 5, 4, 3) transitions,

respectively (Fig. 2). The luminescence excitation spectrum (lobs =

544 nm) and absorption spectrum of 1 coincide virtually, which

confirms the role of the phthalimide chromophore as energy donor

(Fig. 2). The luminescence lifetime was measured as 1.1 ms and the

quantum yield was Wlum = 0.002 in aerated MeCN solution.

However, removal of oxygen by argon-outgassing yielded a five-

fold larger quantum yield (Wlum = 0.01). Back-EET from the

lanthanide to the antenna, as has been often claimed as reason for

the oxygen sensitivity of some antenna chromophore-Tb(III)

conjugates, does not play any role in this case.8,14,15 Simply, the

energy gap between the T1 state of the antenna and the 5D4 state of

Tb(III) is too large (2900 cm21) to account for such a thermally-

activated process.{ Instead, a slow forward electronic energy

transfer is postulated which competes with the oxygen quenching

of the phthalimide triplet state. Indeed, the measured rates of both

pathways confirm this assumption, with EET (kEET = 1.3 6
105 s21) being one order of magnitude slower than oxygen

quenching (kq[O2] = 1.2 6 106 s21).§ A slow energy transfer

(kEET = 6 6 104 s21) from phthalimide to Tb(III) has also been

reported for phthalimide-containing dendrimers.28

As shown above for the case of oxygen, the luminescence of

lanthanides can be indirectly influenced via quenching of the

excited triplet state of the antenna chromophore. Presumably, the

triplet-excited state of the phthalimide antenna can be quenched

via intermolecular PET by external addition of electron-donating

triethylamine (TEA) to a 1:1 mixture of Tb(III) triflate and 1. This

pathway leads to reduced Tb(III) luminescence, akin to the

intramolecular PET quenching of lanthanide luminescence, which

has been demonstrated earlier.29 A combination of the two

influence factors (oxygen and triethylamine) results in a NOR

operation. In other words, in absence of oxygen and triethylamine

the strongest Tb(III) luminescence was observed (ESI,{ Fig. S3).

All other combinations led to weaker signals (,30%). NOR gates

(and also NAND gates) are of potential interest because they are

considered as universal gates, which enable the combinatorial

creation of all other basic Boolean operations.

It is generally accepted that triflate anions do not coordinate to

lanthanide ions.30–32 On the other hand, titration of a 1:1 Tb(III)

triflate–1 mixture in MeCN with different inorganic anions led to

dramatic luminescence increases for H2PO4
2, Cl2 and NO3

2. The

enhancement factors were ca. 62 (for 3 eq. H2PO4
2) and ca. 7 (for

2 eq. Cl2 or 2 eq. NO3
2). Thus, for H2PO4

2 a quite large Tb(III)

luminescence quantum yield of Wlum = 0.13 (aerated solution) can

be extrapolated. However, Br2 and I2 anions showed no

luminescence increase. The observed anion effects on Tb(III)

luminescence can be rationalised by assuming the removal of

solvent molecules or residual water from the coordination sphere

of the lanthanide by anion coordination, which diminishes

quenching by OH or CH oscillators (for lifetime measurements

see ESI,{ Table S1). This has been extensively studied for related

antenna–lanthanide conjugates.30–32 Noteworthy, high lumines-

cence quantum yields are usually only observed for lanthanide

complexes where the ligand offers efficient shielding from water

quenching.33,34 For example, for imidodiphosphinate ligands

Tb(III) luminescence quantum yields around Wlum = 0.19 have

been reported.33 In this respect the observed effect upon addition

of H2PO4
2 is striking and will be further explored for anion

sensing purposes.

The combination of oxygen and for instance chloride anions as

input signals led to a logic operation characteristic for a two-input

INHIBIT gate. An INHIBIT function is basically an AND

operation where one input is reversed, i.e., in our case oxygen. In

the absence of oxygen and the presence of chloride ions the

strongest luminescence signal of phthalimide-sensitised Tb(III)

luminescence was observed, while all other combinations of these

two inputs led to much weaker signals (,20%; see ESI,{ Fig. S4).

Finally, all three beforehand discussed inputs, i.e., oxygen,

triethylamine, and chloride anions, were applied (Fig. 3). The

deduced logic scheme corresponds to a NOR function (oxygen and

triethylamine as inputs) which is only activated in the presence of

the third input (chloride anions). The presence of chloride has the

function of a control signal: whenever it is positive (i.e., 1) the

NOR gate is open (i.e., 1), whenever it is negative (i.e., 0) the NOR

gate is closed (i.e., 0). This behaviour is typical for an enabled

NOR (EnNOR) gate. Although the enabled OR function (EnOR)

has been demonstrated in one example before,10 to the best of our

knowledge this is the first example of a molecular EnNOR gate.

In summary, we showed that photophysical engineering of the

energy transfer efficiency (via intermolecular quenching of the

antenna chromophore by oxygen and triethylamine) and lantha-

nide luminescence (via anion-induced removal of solvent molecules

from the coordination sphere of the lanthanide) can lead to several

logic gates with different levels of complexity.

Fig. 2 Normalised luminescence spectrum (right, solid line, lexc =

285 nm) and excitation spectrum (left, solid line, lobs = 544 nm) of a

1:1 mixture of 1 (75 mM) with Tb(III) in MeCN. The dotted line (left)

shows the normalised absorption spectrum of 1.
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Fig. 3 Normalised Tb(III) luminescence intensities of a 1:1 mixture with

1 (75 mM, MeCN) at lobs = 544 nm with different chemical inputs [Cl2:

150 mM; O2: 1.9 mM (air-equilibrated); TEA: 75 mM]. The dashed line

marks the threshold. The insets show the logic table and the respective

symbolic representation of the EnNOR function.
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